SLAVIC VILLAGE SELF-GUIDED PUBLIC ART TOUR

1) Use this map or visit slavicvillage.org for interactive map
2) Bike, walk or drive to each location
3) Post a picture of your favorite sculpture or mural on Facebook or Instagram and tag Slavic Village Development (slavicvillagedev on Instagram) and be sure to use #iloveslavicvillage (#slavicvillagecleveland is a bonus!)
4) Win your very own "I Love Slavic Village" sticker! (SVD will deliver)
5) Have a blast discovering your neighborhood's works of art like the When Pyramid, Fleet ArtBoxes or one of the many murals.

LOCATIONS:

CYCLE OF ARCHES
Broadway & E 49th

IT TAKES A VILLAGE MURAL
5726 Broadway

MORGANA RUN BRIDGE MURAL
On trail under E 55th

ROTAFLORA
Trailhead on E 49

PIXELATING MORGANA MURAL
Broadway Shops parking lot

SAVANNAH BIRD HOUSES
Morgana Trail & E 71

WHEN PYRAMID
Morgana Trail & E 71

COMMUNITY LIFE MURAL
Morgana Trail & E 74

ROSE MURAL
Broadway & Forman

FLEET FLOWERS
Fleet & E 53

PIG SCULPTURE
Fleet & E 54

COW SCULPTURE
Fleet & E 57

FLOWER SCULPTURE
Fleet & E 63

FLEET ARTBOXES
E 49 + 55 + 65 + 71

GERTRUDE GARDENS
Gertrude & E 65

PARIS MURAL
Gertrude & E 71

SWEAT & STEEL MURAL
Broadway & Wire

MILL CREEK FALLS FENCING
8432 Webb Terrace